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“When you’re involved, things
get solved.”

August 2020

Lions Address Violence
How well do you know yourself? Are you a Lion or
a Lamb?

Inside

Lions are ambassadors, leaders and role models of
Service.

Reports
News
Announcements

At the first meeting of the SFCLC, Lion Yolanda Ortega
Stern, the current president, conducted a short workshop
on Violence. Members were given a questionnaire to help
determine their individual violence quotient. The answers
were scored and explained. For privacy and comfort,
members were not required to divulge their scores in
public but were told they could choose to share them
privately with others who they felt safe with.

Unity
Diversity
Leadership
Service
Kindness

Know your violence quotient and become a better leader
or ambassador for service in a world of conflicts.
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SFCLC Helps With the Gift of Sight at Lesvos
Migrant Center, Greece
•

•
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In the Greek village of Moria, in
Lesvos, Middle Eastern and
Africans seeking asylum are
stationed under deteriorating
conditions. Some 20,000 people
from 64 different countries, to
include Afghanistan, Syria, Iraq,
and Angola, are stationed there. It
has the only Eye Clinic. (Thousands
of other refugees live along the
border of Greece as well.)
Protests and crime are escalating
around the camps and there are
simmering tensions between the
refugees and the locals. Lesvos is
the frontline of Europe’s refugee
crisis and the camp of the same
name up the road now dwarfs the
small village of 2,000.

•

With the deteriorating conditions,
cruise ships are stopping less often,
tourists have stopped coming, and
the economy has faltered.

•

These refugees who fled and
continue to flee from conflicts in
their own regions, go through
extreme stress during their
crossings and in the journey they
often lose their belongings, along
with their eyeglasses.

•

SFCLC is very proud to be able to
help children and adults who will
not be able to read with the regular
delivery of reading glasses.

When you’re involved, things get solved!

SFCLC DONATES TO THE SONOMA COUNTY
EVACUATION CENTER HOUSING LNU REFUGEES!
With a collective burned area the size of the State of Delaware, California has been hit by
nearly 17,000 lightning siege since August 15, 2020. Nearly 1.3 million acres have burned.
The Bay Area, already choked by smoke, is headed into another wildfire weekend. The LNU
Complex fire swelled to 372,344 acres this week. 300 National Guards arrived yesterday to
help establish containment lines.
Director of Community Services, Lion Kei Kato is heading the donation for the Sonoma
County Evacuation Center located at the Sonoma County Fairgrounds, Saturday, Aug. 29,
2020. It is the largest Complex for the LNU Fires managed by the Red Cross. It has
facilities for both families and animals. 372,344 acres burned. 30,500 structures under
threat. 1,080 destroyed. 272 structures damaged. 5 civilian deaths, 4 injured. 79,000
residents evacuated.
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REPORT:
New Members
Lion Mario “Sanny” Leviste
Lion Baylan Megino
Lion Josh Row

New Directors
Director - Community Affairs: Lion Kei Kato

NEW EDUCATION
COMPONENT: INSTINCT –
Integrative Systems for
Intuitive Natural and
Creative Technologies. An
education series about the
environment, by Lion Sanny
Leviste - Director of
Education. Under
development, this series will
be made accessible to all
Lions in the Globe.

Director - Fund Raising: Lion John Marquez
Director - Health & Wellness: Lion Baylan Megino
Director – Secretary/Social Media: Lion Edgardo Orpina

Director – Happiness: Lion Jay Marshall
ANNOUNCEMENTS:
1. Officers monthly meeting – last Saturday of
each month at SFCLC’s “Lion Camp”.
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2. September 26, 2020
Officers Monthly Meeting – Lion Camp
a. UTube Taping – “How to make Lion
Pancakes” by Lion Jay, Chef
Note: Due to COVID19 restrictions on gatherings,
we will be informing you member participation in
club activities.

SFCLC sweet and
precious Lion
Mascot.

SERVICE OF THE MONTH - Delivery of

We support animal
welfare!

donations for the LNU Sonoma County
Evacuation Center – Sonoma County
Fairgrounds, Santa Rosa. 8/29/20
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